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BHAKKAR	BHA1C-
EAR
Lat. 31° 37'        Long. 71° 4?
K	M         M
Sh&hjahdnl	—	8	—
Aurangzeb	—	3	—
Bhakkar was taken by Muhibb 'AH Khan for Akbar in a, h. 981
after a siege of three years. It is given in Abft-l-fazl's list of mints
for copper issues only, but in the L£hor Museum is a rupee of 985
which is, doubtfully, attributed to this mint, and Dr. White King
had a specimen dated 986. Akbar's ddms of Bhakkar are very
scarce. One was published by Mr. Oliver (J.A.S.B., 1886), but
unfortunately the unit of the date was wanting. The other figures
were 98.
The earliest coin in the present collection is a rupee of the reign
of Shahjahan (no coins of Jahangir are known) and was struck in
A. h. 1040—third regnal year (No. 919). On the obverse of this coin
the Kalima is enclosed in a circle, while No. 920, of the same Hijra
date but a different regnal year, is a coin of the usual Ilahi type of
Shdhjahdn and on it Bhakkar is spelt Bakkar. The same double
spelling occurs on coins of 1043. In this year appear three types.
On the early coins the Kalima, only is in a circle, the reverse
inscription being in lines (J3. M. C., No. 625). The next type has
circular areas both on the obverse and reverse, while the later
coins are of the 'square areas' type. TMs type obtained till the
end of the reign.
Of the rare coins of Aurangz£b*s early years three specimens are
to be found in this catalogue, TFhey are peculiar in having half the
usual couplet, and the mint name, on the obverse and half on the
reverse, the u^U formula being absent, jj^ also forms part of
the Inscription instead of ^ as on most of the silver coins of
Aurangzeb. By 1083 the usual type had been adopted (L. M. C.y
p. 184).
After Aurangzeb the mint must have been very little worked,
the only silver coins published being of the reign of Farrukh-siyar
(cabinet of Mr. G. B. Bleazby, AllahabSd) and Muhammad Shah
(L. If.O., p. 209, where the coin is assigned to Nikfisiyar), while three
copper coins—of Muhammad and SMh 'Adam II—are known.
No gold coin of this mint has been published.
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